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ABSTRACT
In this paper an attempt is made to compare several methods used for the purpose of risk analysis in cases of water pollution emergencies. The importance of the existence of quality assurance and quality control programs is highlighted.
The risk management protocols frequently used for such purposes are thoroughly analyzed and discussed. Various
methods aiming to the identification and evaluation of risks are demonstrated, such as the Bayesian formula, the Mortmethod, the Geographic Information System, and the Fuzzy fault tree analysis (FFTA). Action recommendations in order to avoid as much as possible the catastrophic consequences of an accident in the aquatic environment are provided.
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INTRODUCTION
Emergent water pollution accidents vary particularly on the basis of sources, levels, timeframe and location of pollution.[1] Due to the climate conditions, several human factors as well as technological flaws, a significant amount of environmental devastation, financial losses and deaths has taken place.[2, 3] This is enhanced by both spills and explosions
in oil tankers and the chemical industry and improper chemical usage.
Emerging water pollution is an activity that creates water contamination and acts as a driver for potential damage to
human health, financial and property loss, and socioeconomic detrimental effects. This is due to plenty socio economic
activities, subsidiary factors and emerging natural disasters which frequently violate the regulations regarding water
resource protection.[4-6] The specific conversations and already existing adaptation mechanisms in response to the unexpected water contamination event are quite ineffective and poor. At the moment, most water pollution research focuses on post-incident emergency evaluations, while studies on identification and assessment of risks are quite scarce. The
methodologies utilized in these studies were largely referenced from other disciplines, such as preliminary risk analysis
method, fault tree analysis method, and event tree analysis method, with the fault tree analysis method receiving the
most widespread use.[7,8] Fault Tree Analysis is a well-known approach of unpredictable risk analysis that is widely used
for anticipating the likelihood of emergencies and preparedness for decision making. [9-11]
The maritime risk is defined as the result of the probability of an accident occurring and its impact according to the International Maritime Organization (IMO). That is,
Accident Risk = (Accident Probability) x (Accident Impact)
The hazard study aimed to determine the relative risk of various geographical locations, types of accidents, and ship
classifications. It did not consider existing controls, even though they were computed throughout the risk management
process.
The impact of an accident may be determined if one examines the sensitivity parameters. Accident impact is determined
by examining the sensitivity parameters. These include:[12]
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Special Natural Areas, such as protected areas, important habitat areas and bird marine mammal habitats,
coastal nature gardens, sea grasses, and cultural areas.[13-14]



Special Industrial Areas, such as fishing shelters, enclosed fishing areas and sea fishing areas, fishermen ports,
factories and refineries, power plants, cargo and containers, shipyards, submarine power cables, recreational
and touristic facilities).

The way ships and crews interact with technology is a major element in maritime accidents. The most effective way of
technology integration is through training and data, which when used properly after proper training can improve shipping safety[15].
New technologies are increasingly invading shipping and especially maritime accidents. According to[16] the Automatic
Identification System (AIS), which is installed on most of the ships today, is mainly in use for real-time tracking of
ships.
This can be used in order to record accidents data and rates or be applied in parallel with other tools used generally in
the transport industry. Such values are useful for the comparison of ship categories as well as for the monitoring of statistics regarding accidents over time. However, a full understanding of the types of ships and their activities is requiredfor the suitable activity measures selection. Also, through triangulation and by using different normalization forms, a
combined analysis of the available results may provide a better understanding of the statistical causes of events.[16]
According to,[17] the Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS) method presents a simplified conceptual structure for the analysis and classification of the human error during a maritime accident, while the Analytical
Network Process (ANP) technique provides a quantification of the accidents causes and providing a correlation between
them. Thus, the most important causes of a maritime accident are investigated and analyzed numerically. [17]
In an emergency, the ultimate aim is to identify and implement suitable actions to decrease the possibility or impact, or
both, to a level that the management team is ready to accept. There is also the potential that the impact will be minimal.
So, in this instance, the management team's decision to do nothing and accept some risks may be quite fair. Whatever
technique is used, the aim remains the same: the risk is taken via our behaviors.
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According to,[18] inadvertent leaks of gasoline or lubricating oil into the engine room cause 31% of fires and explosions.
Because ship fuels are very combustible, it is important to consider the safety features of alternate fuels. Locating combustible items and replacing them with less dangerous materials can help to lessen the risk of fire and explosion on
board. It has been discovered that liquefied natural gas (LNG), cryogenic natural gas (CrNG), and methanol present
characteristics that are more appropriate for fire risk mitigation than traditional fuels, and that effective risk management might may turn them into a safer alternative to traditionally used fuels. [18]
Inadequate maintenance, in addition to fuel, is one of the leading causes of fires and explosions; about 30-40% of all
accidents and incidents are caused by maintenance-related issues. Explosion accounted for 44% of the 80 significant
maintenance-related accidents, while fire accounted for 34%[19].
Ship-to-ship collision risk analysis has received increasing attention by the scientific community, as it provides accurate
and quantitative insights and results for risk assessment and mitigation combined with impact assessment. [20] According
to the research of[21] the ships General Cargo and Car Carrier show the greatest rates of ship losses from the collision.
Reefer vessels, fishing vessels and bulk carriers, fishing vessels and Reefer vessels present a relatively low frequency of
such losses, while other types of vessels have minor prices.[21]
The possibility of a collision of two ships consists of two cases:
(1) "geometric collision probability". This describes the collision probability of of ships or the frequency of a collision
with another candidate within a specified timeframe, which is also known as “almost miss” (e.g.[22]) to academics and
practitioners.
(2) Probability of cause. This describes the collision possibility due to unpredictable circumstances, such as mechanical
failure, human reliability, human and organizational factors, etc.
Based on the results of a recent research on several methods and programs which are installed on most ships today, the
probability of an accident remains high. They can be used to record accident data at accident rates or rates in parallel
with those used in other transportation industries.[23]
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AIM AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH OF THE STUDY
In a country where marine and tourist growth is a significant component of the economy, such as Greece, a study to
prevent mishaps using chemical agents is required.[6] Because of its geographical position and rapid economic growth,
Greek seas are vulnerable at any moment to a marine catastrophe that may result in an ecological disaster, causing harm
to the country's various fragile ecosystems. As a result, accident risk analysis is a critical tool that may predict the likelihood of an accident, as well as its early treatment and mitigation of its consequences if one occurs. [12] When one considers the devastating repercussions of worldwide marine catastrophes, one realizes the need and usefulness of such a
study.
Chemical agent risk analysis[24] entails risk assessment and risk management.[14] The first part is concerned with activities for identifying and assessing risk in order to take preventative action against an accident, while the second is concerned with dealing with it and restoring the environment to its former condition in the event of a genuine disaster.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAMS
Quality assurance and quality control programs require that every laboratory adhere to a set of well-defined rules in
order to obtain high-accuracy analytical findings. The concept quality assurance refers to a set of standards that are established, recorded, and carefully followed in order therefore for accuracy of the findings of analysis to be declared with
a high degree of confidence and to be legally defensible. The quality assurance strategy comprises record of sampling
events, sample reception in the laboratory, and sample relinquishment to the appropriate personnel who execute the
analysis. All of these occurrences are documented on chain-of-custody forms, which include dates and times, as well as
the names and signatures of the person in control in accordance with the responsibilities. Quality control is also part of
the strategy in a wider context.[25]
Many organizations will want to determine how likely it is that a risk event will occur. There are many ways for doing
these quantitative assessments. The most frequently used are risk and function studies (HAZOP), and failure mode and
effects analysis (FMEA).[26] Both of these strategies are methodical processes that guarantee no hazards are overlooked.
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However, in order to conduct an appropriate quantitative study, a diverse group of specialists must be included.[5]
In repair operations, HAZOP and FMEA procedures are more easily used. HAZOP investigations are frequently performed in hazardous chemical facilities and complicated transportation infrastructure like as railroads. HAZOP analyses
of complicated installations, like as nuclear power plants, are also conducted on a regular basis. They can also be used
to assess the safety of a product. In all cases, they are highly comprehensive and time-consuming techniques, but they
will be required in a variety of situations.[27]
Risk assessment seems to be a decision-making tool. An adequate risk analysis provides information important to successful decision making and will frequently elucidate the decision to be addressed. Risk assessment information is frequently shared to the business to assist impacted parties in understanding the elements affecting the decision.
Risk assessment must be carried out in a methodical manner. These steps include the hazard identification, the frequency assessment, the consequence assessment, and finally the risk assessment. The amount of required information to
make a choice may vary significantly.[28]
In reality, eleven procedures may be used in the chemical industry in order to perform hazard assessment. These are the
following: checklists, relative ranking, safety review, human-error analysis, “what if” analysis, preliminary hazard
analysis, failure modes, effects, and criticality analysis (FMEA), hazard and operability studies (HAZOP),
cause-consequence analysis, fault tree analysis and event tree analysis.

RISK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOLS
A variety of risk management procedures or recommendations must be developed, and a typical protocols selection is
shown in Figure. The risk protocols go into further detail on how they should be provided and interpreted. Risk management protocols may be thought of as standing guidelines for risk management. [29] They will frequently necessitate
the keeping of records, such as the risk register. The risk assessment methods, together with the risk control goals, the
risk resourcing arrangements, the reaction planning needs and the risk assurance systems will be described in the risk
management protocols or guidelines.[5]
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Figure 1: Risk management protocols
As an example, it may be presented the following (Table 1) of the study of Shi et al, referring to the risk analysis indesystem for river chemical spills.[30]
Table 1: The risk assessment index system of emergency disposal projects.[30]

The period of making

The reliability of emergency
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be expressed by the reliability index (100%, 80%, 60%
and the following)
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project
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struction organization

internal organization and coordination, and logistic support

The risk of failure for con-

The construction technological uncertainty, equipment

struction technology

mismatch, installation error, problems with use, material
loss and supply, and construction delays

The period of operating
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impact risks
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ject
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The subjective calculation is based on subjective expert judgments of the risk factors and is used when there is a dearth
of historical data or when quantifying the risk is usually difficult. In these instances, to avoid the problem of a lack of
data, specialists' know-how (both theoretical and practical knowledge) is employed, which, when combined with the
evaluation of external environmental variables, results in risk assessments. Quantitative Risk Assessment is the most
often used statistical approach for statistically processing data from incidents involving hazardous goods vehicles and
calculating the occurrence of similar events in the future. The risk is considered to be equal to the product of the chance
of occurrence and the consequences in this technique. Although this approach is simple to use, its main disadvantage,
which impacts its accuracy and dependability, is a lack of precise data (historical data) on traffic accidents involving
dangerous products. This lack is primarily due to the nature of these accidents being rare (it takes a large number of
years to record these accidents in order to obtain a significant statistical sample for analysis) as well as a lack of details
regarding these accidents (exact location of the accident, traffic and weather conditions, type of goods, mode of
transport), resulting in the collected data being incomplete.
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The Bayesian Formula
The Bayesian Network technique is founded on the Bayesian formula. It displays the interrelationship of the prior and
posterior probability respectively and may utilize the current prior probability to calculate the particular likelihood of
accident[31]. This method is commonly used in uncertainty analysis. BBNs enable the modification of a formal risk description. This concept has been widely utilized in the marine industry for risk assessment and management. [32,33] These
probabilistic techniques provide a full reflection of the existing knowledge about the phenomenon under consideration,
as well as its comprehension. The probability of event A under the condition of event B is stated as follow (Figure 2)[34,
35]

:
𝐵

𝑃( ) × 𝑃(𝐴)
𝐴
𝑃( ) = 𝐴
𝐵
𝑃(𝐵)

Figure 2: Bayesian Network[36]

Mort Method
The Management Oversight and Risk Tree (MORT) is an approach for analyzing the causation and all the contributing
variables.[37] Accidents are described as ‘‘unplanned events that cause hurt or damage, i.e. losses" in MORT. [37] When a
hazardous substance gets into interaction with a person or an asset, an effect arises. This connection can take place as a
result of a failure to prevent or as an adverse but acceptable result of a risk that has been appropriately identified and
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addressed (an ‘‘assumed risk"). Before examining the ‘‘assumed risk" hypothesis, MORT analysis without exception
examines the ‘‘failure" path. The majority of the effort in MORT analysis is aimed on finding issues in the management
of a process and shortcomings in the preventive barriers connected to that as well. These issues are then investigated to
see where they originated in terms of planning, design, policy, and so on. To utilize MORT, first identify important episodes in the chain of events; each incident may be defined as: a vulnerable target subjected to a harmful agent in the
absence of appropriate barriers. [38]
MORT analysis may be used to all the recognized episodes; the decision held upon the circumstances of the research.
Users will have to conduct an ‘‘Energy Trace and Barrier Analysis" to pinpoint these critical occurrences (Figure 3).
MORT analysis may be focused thanks to barrier analysis; without it, even a cursory use of MORT is difficult. [37]
The Geographic Information System
The GIS is a spatial data managing system, taking into account all the characteristics associated with it. It is, in its most
basic form, a digital system aimed at integrating, storing, adapting, analyzing, manipulating, and displaying spatially
linked data. In a broader sense, a GSP is a "smart map" tool that enables the capture of an overview of the world as it
actually is, creates interactive spatial or descriptive user-generated queries, analyzes spatial data, and adapts and renders
them in analog media, such as printing maps and diagrams, or digital media, such as spatial data files and interactive
maps. [39]

Figure 3: Basic MORT structure[38]
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GIS and CAD systems both collect spatial data in various coordinate systems(geographic, cartographic, Cartesian). A
major characteristic of GSPs is that geographic data can be linked to a descriptive set of data (Figure 4). For example, a
set of points indicating different locations in a city is directly linked to a table in which each item, besides the location,
provides information such as the name, the population, etc.[40, 8]
The linking of geographical and descriptive information is a distinguishing feature given by GIS (which does not have a
spatial substance in itself). This function is powered by the following technology (Figure 5):


In the relational data architecture, descriptive data is tabulated independently and then connected with geographical data via certain unique values shared by both data classes.



Either in the object-oriented data model, where both geographical and descriptive data are integrated into objects that can describe some physical objects, or in the relational data model.

The object-oriented paradigm is becoming more popular in GIS applications due to its superior capabilities over the
relational model, which allows for the straightforward and simplified modeling of complex natural processes and objects with spatial dimensions.

Figure 4: The parameters of the GIS.
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Figure 5: Number of transits for various routes of global shipping in one year, as mapped with GPS.[41]
Fuzzy fault tree analysis (FFTA) assessment process
Fuzzy fault tree analysis (FFTA) is a methodical procedure for identifying possible reasons of system failure. [42, 43] A
fault tree depicts the interconnections between various events using logical gates and the possible ways these interactions might lead to a failure of the system.[44, 45] Experts with differing perspectives on the occurrences may reach differing conclusions based on their knowledge and expertise. Seven qualitative words have been established to rank the
likelihoods of fundamental event failures from least likely to most probable. [46] According to Miller (1956), the typical
estimation of the human brain is seven plus-minus chunks, which means that the amount of linguistic terms in need to
be established is five toninein order to make proper estimations as well as assessment of every expert subjective of basic
event failure potentials, based on the current seven qualitative linguistic terms. [47, 30] This is also a fuzzy number given
by
M~ = ¼ R~L~ (Risk Analysis of Water Pollution Second, Revised and Expanded Edition, n.d.)
A fault tree is a flowchart that represents the logical sequence of those events (key events) that are capable and necessary to trigger a specific event (top event). The peak event is usually the critical event in a possible accident scenario
such as e.g. explosion or spillage of toxic material. A complete error tree consists of key events that are linked through
intermediate events (Figure 6). To calculate the probability of a peak event, the basic principles of probability are used.
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Let A and B be two events of a sample space. Then the relation P (A∪ B) = P (A) + P (B) - P (A∩ B) is valid. The aim
in designing industrial units is for A and B to be independent events (ie the appearance of one does not affect the appearance of the other), in which case P (A∩ B) = P (A) P (B). In fact, if the probabilities P (A) and P (B) are low, then
the product P (A) P (B) can be completely omitted, finally taking a good approximation of the probability P (A∪ B).

Figure 6: Fuzzy numbers representing linguistic values.[30]

CONCLUSION
The relevance and usefulness of the risk assessment process and the availability of a contingency plan are considerable
because they can help avoid and discourage risk, and if it does occur, they may reduce its consequences and provide
proper treatment, saving time and money and perhaps saving lives. It is required not just in situations of environmental
risk assessment and catastrophe prevention, but also in every business, area of health, government agencies, and, in
general, in every agency and organization of the contemporary economy.
In this work we compare several methods used for the purpose of risk analysis in cases of water pollution emergencies.
The risk management protocols frequently used for such purposes are thoroughly analyzed and discussed. Various
methods aiming to the identification and evaluation of risks are demonstrated, such as the Bayesian formula, the Mort
method, the Geographic Information System, and the Fuzzy fault tree analysis (FFTA). Action recommendations to
avoid as much as possible the catastrophic consequences of an accident in the aquatic environment are provided. Aside
from the disastrous effects that a chemical agent accident may have on the environment of the specific region or on its
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value as a social and / or a touristic area, it is a reality, as demonstrated above, that decontamination is highly costly.
Effective activities need meticulous preparation, regular monitoring and assessment, a great number of skilled personnel,
as well as functional and effective equipment. In numerous situations, the expenses are even larger than the disasters
caused by the implementation of inadequate cleaning operations in sensitive regions. The key to cost control and reduction is to minimize environmental and property damage. The only way for an efficient decontamination operation execution is to take action quickly, which may be only feasible if studies on the risk of accidents have been conducted. As a
result, the advantages of such a study are apparent.
The notion of sustainability serves as the fundamental guiding principle for current environmental management practice,
with three dimensions: environmental preservation, economic development, and social development. For a management
policy to be deemed effective, all three aspects must coexist. Of course, this is far from simple and straightforward. Environmental management is a rather complex undertaking, with the following key components: social consensus and
partnership, education, environmental awareness, political will, legislation, financial resources, interdisciplinarity, scientific recognition of the existing state of technology, evolution, and constraints.
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